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Abstract :The BEKK model is one of the popular multivariate GARCH processes.Because
of inter-dependence of parameters, a quasi-maximum likelihood (QML)estimation often
yields a local maximum instead of the global one.This note suggests a fast approach for
obtaining a consistent but inefficient estimator,which can be used for initial values.This note
also investigates the finite sample performance of QML estimator based on the suggested
initial values.The results of Monte Carlo experiments show the biases are negligible when
?＝1,000.Empirical results for two assets from chemical firms in the US indicate that the
new approach should be used to avoid achieving local maxima.
Keywords:Multivariate GARCH ;BEKK;Quasi-Maximum Likelihood Estimation;Least
Squares Estimation;Nearest Kronecker Product Problem.
JEL Classification :C3,C13.
1 Introduction
Multivariate GARCH models are frequently used in the analysis of dynamic covariance
structure for multiple asset returns of financial time series. See survey papers such as
Bauwens et al.(2006)and Silvennoinen and Tera?svirta(2009).One of the popular multivariate
GARCH model is the BEKK model,which is named after Baba,Engle,Kraft and Kroner
(1987).See Engle and Kroner(1995),which is the final version of Baba et al.(1987).The BEKK
model has the positive definite covariance process, and it is easy to verify its stationary
conditions.To reduce the number of parameters,‘diagonal BEKK’and‘scalar BEKK’models
are often used in empirical analysis.Also Kroner and Ng (1998)developed the asymmetric
BEKK model in order to capture multivariate leverage effects.
In the specification of the BEKK model,each coefficient of past values depends on several
parameters.Due to the interdependences of these parameters, inappropriate initial values
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often yields local maxima of the (quasi-)log-likelihood function instead of its global maxi-
mum.Hence,it is necessary for researchers to check the robustness of parameter estimates
 
by trying several initial values of parameters.To cope with the problem,this note suggests
 
a fast approach for obtaining consistent but inefficient estimator,which can be used as the
 
initial values of quasi-maximum likelihood (QML)estimation.
In the remainder of the paper,Section 2 develops two-step procedure for obtaining initial
 
values which have consistency.Section 3 reports the results for Monte Carlo experiments to
 
investigating the performance of the QML estimator based on the initial values obtained by
 
the new approach.Section 4 presents empirical results for using daily returns of two chemical
 
firms in US,namely,Air Products and Chemicals and Eastman Chemicals.Section 5 gives
 
concluding remarks.
2 BEKK Model and Initial Values for QML Estimators
 
Consider an?dimensional vector??follows the general BEKK??,?,??model,given by
??＝μ?＋ε?, (1)
ε?＝???η?,η??i.i.d.??,??? (2)
??＝???＋∑
??
?
∑
??
?
??ε???ε????＋∑
??
?
∑
??
?
??????? (3)
where??and??are?-dimensional square matrices, and? is the?-dimensional lower
 
triangular matrix.As in Propositions 2.2 and 2.3 of Engle and Kroner (1995),it is useful to
 
impose restrictions for the purpose of model identification.Comte and Liberman(2003)show
 
the asymptotic normality of QML estimator for the specification of (1)-(3) with μ?＝?,
assuming??has the finite moments of order 8.Recently,Hafner and Preminger(2009)shows
 
the asymptotic normality with sixth order moments.
Due to interdependences of parameters on coefficients ofε????ε????and??????1????,
1?????,inappropriate initial values of parameters often lead local maxima,instead of the
 
global maximum,of the objective quasi-log-likelihood function.For this reason,researchers
 
need to try several initial values in order to check the robustness of the parameter estimates.
This paper will suggest a fast approach for obtaining initial values of parameters for the
 
maximization,using a consistent but inefficient estimator.
Although the new approach can be applied to the general BEKK model, this paper
 
considers the widely-used BEKK(1,1,1)specification
??＝Ω＋?ε???ε????＋?????? (4)
whereΩ＝???.Alsoμ?＝?is assumed to concentrate on estimating covariance structure.For
 
the purpose of identification of parameters,we impose??＞0,??＞0 and ??＞0. Consider
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vector form of(3),
??＝ω?＋??????＋?????? (5)
where??＝vec?ε?ε?,??＝vec????,ω?＝vec?Ω?,??＝??? and??＝???,in order to derive
 
the vector ARMA representation
??＝ω?＋???＋???????＋??－?????? (6)
where??＝??－??.As shown in Proposition 2.7 of Engle and Kroner (1995), the stationary
 
condition is derived by this vector ARMA representation for??.In this case,?ε??is stationary
 
if and only if all the eigenvalues of??＋??are less than one in modulus.
This paper suggests a two-step approach for obtaining initial values,based on the vector
 
ARMA representation. In the first step, the approach of Hannan and Rissanen (1982)and
 
Hannan and Kavalieris(1984)is used to obtain OLS estimates of parameters of vector ARMA
 
models. Consider ??＝vech?ε?ε?to remove the equivalent elements in ??, and estimate a
 
VAR????model for ??,where??is the lag length that is required to increase with the
 
sample size,?,in order to obtain residuals????＝??＋1,...,??.Then OLS estimators ofω?,
??and ??are obtained by regressing ??on constant,????and ????. The corresponding
 
multivariate regression model is given by
??＝ω?＋???＋???????－??????＋??, (7)
where ??＝vec?unvech?????, and ?＝unvech???for any???＋1??2 dimensional vector ?
denotes the inverse transformation of?＝vech???for an?×?symmetric matrix ?.For
 
general vector ARMA processes,Dufour and Jouini(2005)derive consistency of the parame-
ter estimators for??increasing at a rate below???,i.e.???∞ and??? ?? 0 as??∞,
and asymptotic normality for a rate below???.Applying the results of Dufour and Jouini
(2005), it is straightforward to show consistency and asymptotic normality of the OLS
 
estimators,ω??,??and??.In the following,??＝????will be used for the consistency of
 
OLS estimators,where???for any scalar? gives the largest integer smaller than or equal
 
to?.
In the second step,we minimize the distances between the above OLS estimates and the
 
BEKK parameters with respect to the Frobenius norm.More precisely,the estimator of?,
? and? are obtained by
?＝
?＝
?＝
arg min???－???????,
arg min???－???????,
arg min?ω??－vec??????,
where ????denotes the Frobenius norm defined by ????＝ tr????. Van Loan (2000)??????
discusses such nearest Kronecker product problems in various frameworks. It is straight-
forward to show the consistency of?,? and?.
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The above two-step estimator?,? and?will be used for obtaining the initial values of
 
the QML estimator for the BEKK model.Again,the approach can be applied to the general
 
BEKK??,?,??model with a straightforward extension under the condition that the model is
 
identifiable.
3 Monte Carlo Experiments
 
This section conducts Monte Carlo experiments to investigate the finite sample perfor-
mance of the QML estimator for the simple BEKK model,based on the initial values obtained
 
by the new approach.
The true parameter values for generating Monte Carlo samples are given in the first
 
column of Table 1, which is obtained by the empirical analysis in Section 4. Also, the
 
distribution ofη?in equation (2)is specified as the standardized multivariate?distribution
 
with 8 degrees of freedom,in order to conduct QML estimation.Two kinds of sample sizes
 
are used,namely,?＝500 and 1000.The number of replications is 2000.The new approach
 
introduced in the previous section uses a VAR????for obtaining??in (7).Here,??＝????
＝12 for ?＝500, while it is 15 for ?＝1000. All computations are carried out using
 
MATLAB. Here －???times quasi-log-likelihood is minimized by the Nelder-Mead
 
Symplex method.
The lapsed time for obtaining the initial value by the two-step approach was less than 1
 
percent of the computational time of the QML estimation for the bivariate case with?＝500.
The percentage decreases as? increases,while it grows depending on?.
Table 2 reports the estimated bias, standard deviation and root mean squared errors
(RMSE)of the initial values and QML estimators.For convenience,Table 2 also gives the
 
sum of the absolute bias (SAB)and the sum of the mean squared error (SMSE).The QML
 
estimator has smaller SAB and SMSE,compared to the obtained initial values.For?＝1000,
the SAB and SMSE are improved for both of the initial value and the QML estimator.
However, the improvement in SAB for the obtained initial value is small and negligible,
implying the inefficiency of the two-step approach. The SAB and SMSE of the QML
 
estimator based on the obtained initial value decrease as the sample size increases.
Regarding the QML estimator for?＝1,000,Table 2 shows that the RMSEs of the QML
 
estimator are close to standard deviations, indicating that the most of the biases are
 
negligible.The biases in? are larger than those of? and?.This result corresponds to the
 
Monte Carlo results for univeriate GARCH models,conducted by Lumsdaine(1995).
It should be noted that alternative initial value may be considered.An example of ad hoc
 
values for? and? are given by?＝?0.15－????＋???,?＝?0.8－????＋???,where??is an???? ???
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Table 1  Monte Carlo results for the Initial Values and QML estimators
?＝500 ?＝1000
Param. True  Ini.Val. QML  Ini.Val. QML
?? 0.4129 －0.0707 －0.0401 －0.0355 －0.0434
(0.2468) (0.1418) (0.2287) (0.1299)
［0.2568］ ［0.1473］ ［0.2315］ ［0.1369］
?? －0.0988 0.3873 0.0231 0.4324 0.0225
(0.2987) (0.1694) (0.2556) (0.1551)
［0.4891］ ［0.1709］ ［0.5023］ ［0.1567］
?? 0.0934 －0.3146 －0.0104 －0.3201 0.0100
(0.3650) (0.1235) (0.3473) (0.1048)
［0.4818］ ［0.1239］ ［0.4723］ ［0.1052］
?? 0.1149 －0.2418 －0.0371 －0.2475 －0.0031
(0.4151) (0.1519) (0.4497) (0.1279)
［0.4804］ ［0.1563］ ［0.5133］ ［0.1279］
?? 0.6107 －0.2996 －0.1062 －0.2813 －0.0559
(0.1711) (0.2799) (0.1545) (0.2793)
［0.3450］ ［0.2994］ ［0.3209］ ［0.2848］
?? 0.3275 －0.3181 －0.0123 －0.3410 0.0526
(0.1874) (0.4205) (0.1621) (0.4245)
［0.3692］ ［0.4207］ ［0.3775］ ［0.4277］
?? 0.2246 －0.1995 －0.2879 －0.1575 －0.2451
(0.2021) (0.4262) (0.1706) (0.4128)
［0.2840］ ［0.5143］ ［0.2322］ ［0.4801］
?? 0.7553 －0.7570 －0.6549 －0.7394 －0.6202
(0.1793) (0.5343) (0.1528) (0.5625)
［0.7780］ ［0.8452］ ［0.7551］ ［0.8373］
?? 0.5483 －0.2438 －0.1168 －0.2953 －0.1453
(0.2346) (0.3297) (0.2035) (0.3227)
［0.3383］ ［0.3498］ ［0.3586］ ［0.3539］
?? －0.2515 0.5414 0.4515 0.2783 0.3439
(1.0614) (0.6118) (1.0021) (0.5768)
［1.1915］ ［0.7604］ ［1.0400］ ［0.6715］
?? 0.3602 －0.3839 －0.0070 －0.5653 －0.0404
(0.9328) (0.8975) (0.8012) (0.8509)
［1.0087］ ［0.8976］ ［0.9805］ ［0.8518］
Sum of
 
abs.bias
 
Sum of
3.7577 1.7473 3.6935 1.5825
MSE 4.2609 2.8424 3.8336 2.5683
Note:Initial values are obtained by the new two-step estimator,and they are also
 
used for the QML estimation. Entries show the estimated bias, i.e., sample
 
mean minus the true value.Standard deviations are in parenthesis,while root
 
mean squared errors (RMSE)are given in brackets.
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?dimensional matrix of ones.For the special case with?＝0,they provide?????＝0.15???
and?????＝0.8???.Also,? is specified as the Choleski decomposition of 20?＝1??1－0.15
－0.8??times the sample covariance matrix of??.The Monte Carlo experiments with?＝0.01
 
show that the objective function did not converge for more than 10 percent of simulated
 
datasets.Hence, it is inappropriate to compare the results with those in Table 1. This is
 
another support for using the new method for obtaining the initial values for QML estimation.
Although the ad hoc approach works unsatisfactory for the Monte Carlo simulation,it may
 
be used for the empirical analysis in the next section.
4 Empirical Analysis
 
This section obtains QML estimates based on the initial values obtained by a consistent bu
 
inefficient estimator.Two assets from Chemical firms are randomly selected.The companies
 
are:Air Products and Chemicals(APD)and Eastman Chemicals(EMN).The sample period
 
is from May 28,2002 to April 27,2012,giving 2578 observations.The open-to-close return is
 
used instead of the close-to-close return,as suggested by Hansen,Huang and Shek (2012).
Their empirical results indicate that the open-to-close return is appropriate for estimating
 
daily volatility.
Table 2 shows the initial values and QML estimates based on suggested approach(left)and
 
ad hoc method (right).Regarding the suggested approach,the first column of the entries of
 
Table 2 shows the initial values obtained by the new approach.The lag length of the VAR,
Table 2 Initial Values and QML Estimates
 
Suggested Approach  Ad hoc Initial Values
 
Param. Ini.Val. QML  S.E. QML S.E. Ini.Val. QML  S.E. QML S.E.
?? 0.6908 0.4129 (0.0258) ［0.0254］ 0.3873 0.2522 (0.0175) ［0.1392］
?? 0.7422 －0.0988 (0.0245) ［0.0925］ 0.0100 0.0211 (0.0173) ［0.1316］
?? －0.3322 0.0934 (0.0136) ［0.0566］ 0.0100 －0.0016 (0.0228) ［0.0761］
?? －0.3151 0.1149 (0.0147) ［0.0307］ 0.3873 0.4465 (0.0292) ［0.1020］
?? 0.0645 0.6107 (0.0315) ［0.0238］ 0.8944 0.9403 (0.0076) ［0.4485］
?? －0.4318 0.3275 (0.0399) ［0.0993］ 0.0100 －0.0314 (0.0166) ［0.2118］
?? －0.0190 0.2246 (0.0239) ［0.0060］ 0.0100 －0.0404 (0.0230) ［0.3891］
?? 0.1869 0.7553 (0.0300) ［0.2057］ 0.8944 0.6367 (0.0244) ［0.2000］
?? 0.5190 0.5483 (0.0275) ［0.1134］ 7.1837 0.1428 (0.3757) ［0.1975］
?? －0.4169 －0.2515 (0.0217) ［0.0594］ 5.1713 0.3999 (0.1650) ［0.1613］
?? －1.0969 0.3602 (0.0384) ［0.0690］ 6.3575 0.9861 (0.0744) ［0.3120］
? 23 －
QLogLike －8789.1 －8910.9
Note:Regarding the suggested approach, initial values for parameters are obtained by the two-step
 
method using VAR???process for??.The QML estimates based on ad hoc initial values are reported
 
for comparison.Standard errors based on the inverse of the outer-product of gradient matrix are in
 
parenthesis,while those based on QML covariance matrix are given in brackets.
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which approximates VARMA(1,1),is specified as?＝????＝23.The second column presents
the QML estimates.As expected from the Monte Carlo results,the difference between the
initial value and QML estimate are not negligible.The standard errors based on the inverse
of the outer-product of gradient matrix are reported in the third column,while those based
on QML covariance matrix are given in the fourth column.If the conditional distribution of
η?follows the normal distribution, these two types of standard errors coincide. Table 2
indicates that the differences are not negligible, showing the appropriateness of using the
QML covariance matrix estimator.
For the ad hoc approach, the initial values are specified, as explained in the previous
section. The maximized quasi-log-likelihood is smaller than the value obtained by the
suggested approach,implying that the ad hoc approach led to the local maxima instead of the
global one. QML estimates based on the ad hoc initial value are far from the estimates
obtained by the new approach. The QML standard errors are larger than those of other
approaches,which supports the inappropriateness of the ad hoc approach.
5 Concluding Remarks
The note suggested a consistent but inefficient estimator for the BEKK model,which is
used for the initial value for the QML estimation.The Monte Carlo experiments show that
the finite sample performances of the QML estimator are satisfactory.The empirical results
for bivariate stock returns of chemical firms in US indicate the appropriateness of using the
QML covariance matrix estimator.On the contrary,QML estimation based on ad hoc initial
values often fails to converge,and it tends to yield local maxima instead of the global one.
Hence,the new approach is recommended for obtaining the initial values for QML estimation
rather than ad hoc values.
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